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Abstract

In historical photo research, the presence of painted back-
drops have the potential to help identify subjects, photogra-
phers, locations, and events surrounding certain photographs.
However, there are few dedicated tools or resources avail-
able to aid researchers in this largely manual task. In this
paper, we propose BackTrace, a human-AI collaboration sys-
tem that employs a three-step workflow to retrieve and or-
ganize historical photos with similar backdrops. BackTrace
is a content-based image retrieval (CBIR) system powered
by deep learning that allows for the iterative refinement of
search results via user feedback. We evaluated BackTrace
with mixed-methods evaluation and found that it success-
fully aided users in finding photos with similar backdrops and
grouping them into collections. Finally, we discuss how our
findings can be applied to other domains, as well as implica-
tions of deploying BackTrace as a crowdsourcing system.

Introduction
The issue of missing metadata is frequently cited as a key
problem in the curation of rapidly growing cultural heritage
image collections (Cordell 2020), with many computer vi-
sion (CV) techniques applied towards solving it (Mohanty
et al. 2019; Chumachenko et al. 2020; Zeitlyn, Coto, and
Zisserman 2021; Caraffa et al. 2020; Resig 2014). One as-
pect of this problem is inadequate artist or photographer
information in visual collections. This information is fre-
quently used as a means of cataloging these large collec-
tions, and serves as a step towards other forms of identifica-
tion, such as dating or attribution to certain individuals.

While the organization and identification of these images
are generally informed by the contents of the entire image,
a focus on background information can yield other interest-
ing findings. A prime example of this information can be
found in the painted backdrops of the 19th century (Fig-
ure 1), which were widely used in portrait photography of
the period (Keller 2021; Haidt 2011). Many of these back-
drops are sufficiently unique that they can be attributed to
specific photographers (Zeitlyn 2010; Fleischer 2022), con-
tributing directly towards enriching photographer metadata
in collections. However, current practice around researching
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Figure 1: Examples of the “Benton Barracks” painted back-
drop, showing common backdrop features such as a can-
non, foliage, and a tent. These examples also showcase two
photo formats of the era: the Tintype and the Carte-de-Visite
(CDV) (Montgomery1861 2018; Karnes 2020; Kurtz 2021).

and organizing these backdrops are largely manual and time-
consuming (Keller 2021; Fulmer 1990; Fleischer 2022).

CV has great potential to aid in populating metadata by
speeding up the analysis of visual data, while ensuring that
inconsistencies in metadata do not obscure objects of inter-
est. Prior works have successfully used pattern matching and
iterative refinement to group similar photos (Caraffa et al.
2020; Crissaff et al. 2017; Lee and Weld 2020) and even
photos with similar backgrounds (Zeitlyn, Coto, and Zisser-
man 2021). However, none of these approaches computa-
tionally isolates and analyzes backdrops as a distinct feature.

To address this research gap, we present BackTrace, a
Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) system that facili-
tates the discovery and organization of painted backdrops in
historical photos. For this project, we focused on the Ameri-
can Civil War (1861–1865), the first major conflict to be ex-
tensively documented via photography and whose history is
closely connected to that of painted backdrops (Military Im-
ages 1996; Keller 2021). We chose Civil War Photo Sleuth
(CWPS),1 an online community dedicated to identifying un-
known Civil War portraits (Mohanty et al. 2019), as the base
of our system due to its vast repository of Civil War photos.

We conducted a mixed-methods evaluation, including
user studies, log analysis, and interviews. We found that
BackTrace successfully aided users in matching photos with
identical backdrops. We also found that users were success-

1http://www.civilwarphotosleuth.com
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ful in creating and browsing backdrop collections. Our pri-
mary contributions are:

• proposing a workflow for historical photo backdrop iden-
tification,

• implementing a human-AI CBIR system, BackTrace, de-
veloped using this workflow,

• evaluating BackTrace with participants engaged in Civil
War photo research, and

• documenting Civil War backdrop research current prac-
tices and challenges.

We also discuss how our findings and workflow can be
applied to other forms of photography and imagery, as well
as the workflow’s potential as a crowdsourcing system.

Related Work
Historical Backdrops
Historical photo research typically aims to explore the con-
nection between backdrops, the photographers who use
them, and the subjects whose photographs are enriched by
them. Most of this research focus on analyzing images as a
composition of posing, clothing, and accessories, along with
background objects. Painted backdrops frequently feature as
a part of these research efforts, and play a significant role in
conveying meaning and social norms (Burke 2001; Zeitlyn
2010; Haidt 2011).

Although many backdrops can share similarities, varia-
tions in execution and detail allow each backdrop to be
reliably associated with a photographer, studio, or loca-
tion (Fleischer and Kelbaugh 2020; Fleischer 2022; Zeitlyn
2010). This connection helps enrich photo metadata by al-
lowing information such as the photographer or location to
be inferred between photos sharing the same backdrop. A
popular example is the “Benton Barracks” backdrop used
by Enoch Long (Figure 1), which helps researchers localize
portraits of soldiers from various states who passed through
St. Louis, Missouri during the war (Ertzgaard 1989; Canberg
2012).

However, some complexities must be considered. Pho-
tographers frequently altered the lighting, position of back-
drop, and other elements in the photo that could obscure
the backdrop. Photographers can also own multiple back-
drops or even modify them over time (Keller 2021). The
process for photo investigations using a painted backdrop
involves first searching for photos with similar backdrops
from sources such as books, digital collections, and physical
collections. If matches are found, the researcher investigates
other visual clues in the photo, such as the subject’s uniform,
any notes or inscriptions on the photo itself, military service
records of other soldiers pictured with the same backdrop,
and biographies of photographers who might have taken the
photo (Lindberg 2021). This process of seeking and creating
connections requires specialized domain knowledge. Even
if matching backdrops are found, successful identification
of the photographer or subject is not guaranteed, paralleling
observations from other types of Civil War photo investiga-
tions (Mohanty et al. 2019).

A central reference point has the potential to speed up
the process of such research. However, there is no author-
itative database or reference for painted backdrops. Further-
more, current processes are not suitable for organizing large
scale repositories of backdrops due to their manual, time-
consuming nature. Utilizing a large collection of photos as
a base, we design a workflow to facilitate backdrop research
and subsequently allow users to save their research efforts in
a central database.

Human-AI Collaborative Approaches for Visual
Investigation Tasks
The combination of computer vision (CV) and human com-
putation has revolutionized investigative tasks by using al-
gorithms to quickly extract meaningful information from
visual data. This approach allows investigations to be per-
formed at scale and with impressive accuracy.

Visual recognition techniques have been applied to vari-
ous domains such as citizen science, where they have been
combined with human intelligence to identify plant and ani-
mal species (Nugent 2018). CV’s ability to recognize scenes
have also been used to combat human trafficking (Stylianou
et al. 2017, 2019) as well as assist visually impaired per-
sons explore indoor environments (Afif et al. 2020).In the
context of historical photo identification, facial recognition
combined with crowdsourcing has successfully assisted in
identifying soldiers in Civil War photos (Mohanty et al.
2019). We take inspiration from these application for Back-
Trace, utilizing CV to assist and empower users in painted
backdrop research.

Another method to enable these investigations combines
content based image retrieval (CBIR) (Datta et al. 2008) and
relevance feedback (RF) (Rui et al. 1998). Also known as
reverse image search, CBIR allows for searches to be based
on visual features instead of potentially scarse metadata. RF
complements CBIR by providing a framework for users to
iteratively improve the accuracy of search results by provid-
ing feedback to the system.

While publicly available CBIR systems exist (Google
2023; Microsoft 2023), these are general-purpose solutions
and do not capture the nuances specific to this research task.
Specialized solutions are often required to achieve optimal
task performance. While fine-tuning an existing CV model
may be an option for our context, it requires an extensive
amount of manual annotation due to the absence of a tagged
database of painted backdrops. Often, a combination of hu-
man and artificial intelligence is utilized to tackle more com-
plex search tasks such as ours. For example, SMILY focuses
on hispathology images and allows users to “refine” their
searches using three different types of feedback (Cai et al.
2019). This inspired BackTrace’s visual refinement feature,
which allows users to rerank search results by selecting im-
ages with visually similar backdrops.

Exploring and Curating Visual Cultural Heritage
Datasets
With the rapid digitization of galleries, libraries, archives,
and museums (GLAMs), there is a growing need for strate-
gies to explore and organize these vast collections. While
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Figure 2: BackTrace’s workflow. (A) Subjects are masked out of the photo. (B) Image embeddings are extracted from the
masked photo. (C) Embeddings are stored in a database for future use. (D) After selecting a query photo, users are shown
a list of photos with similar backdrops. Users can select photos from these results to use for refinement. (E) Search results
are reordered to match photos selected for refinement. (F) Users can match and group photos with identical backdrops into
collections.

design strategies that maximize exploration and accessibil-
ity (Whitelaw et al. 2015) have been proposed, the appli-
cation of advanced computational methods remains key to
achieving this goal (Cordell 2020; van Strien et al. 2022).

Distant viewing acts as a visual alternative to the more
popular distant reading (Moretti 2005). While distant read-
ing computationally extracts high-level concepts from text,
distant viewing does so on visual content. These concepts
are used to transform a collection into a form more suit-
able for closer inspection (Arnold and Tilton 2019). For
example, Arnold and Tilton (2019) ran images through a
compression algorithm to acquire a high-level representa-
tion of images before clustering similar representations to-
gether. This methodology heavily inspires our approach to
pre-processing and presenting visual data in BackTrace.

Indeed, there has been a significant increase in attempts
at applying computational analysis to these collections.
Some use visual features to apply labels to historical pho-
tographs (Chumachenko et al. 2020), while others choose to
minimize or even ignore textual metadata altogether (Resig
2014; Caraffa et al. 2020).

Following their previous research (Zeitlyn 2010), Zeitlyn,
Coto, and Zisserman (2021) used a combination of pattern-
matching and face-recognition to computationally analyze
the work of Jacques Touselle. They successfully assessed the

completeness of their own archives, using backdrops exten-
sively as a unit of analysis. Rather than using pattern match-
ing, which may include background imagery as well as other
patterns such as clothing, our work seeks to computationally
isolate and analyze backdrops as distinct features.

Conceptually, BackTrace is most similar to Newspaper
Navigator, which analyzed a vast collection of digitized
newspaper pages (Lee et al. 2020). The search interface
launched alongside the database (Lee and Weld 2020) in-
cluded a feedback system inspired by Cueflik (Fogarty et al.
2008) and shared similarities with SMILY (Cai et al. 2019).
Users were able to train an underlying AI to refine their
search results by selecting images of their preference.

We expand on these works by emphasizing the backdrop
as a unit of analysis and focusing on the exploratory nature
of backdrop research. By relying primarily on visual fea-
tures, the dataset is made explorable even when metadata is
scarce. We also provide tools for users to retain and make
public the results of their research, laying the foundation for
a central reference of backdrops.

System Description
We developed BackTrace (Figure 2), an exploratory CBIR
tool designed to assist users in discovering photos that share
the same painted studio backdrops using computer vision
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(a) Before refinement (b) After refinement

Figure 3: Search result page before and after refinement.

and human feedback. Further, it also supports the organiza-
tion of these photos into meaningful backdrop collections
for aiding future photo investigations.

Consider a scenario where a user has a 19th-century pho-
tograph with a distinctive painted studio backdrop but no
backmark bearing information about the photographer. In
order to learn more about the photographer, the user wants
to find other photos that share the same backdrop.

On BackTrace, a user goes through an iterative discovery
process that comprises of three stages: a) Isolating Back-
drops, b) Exploring Matches, and c) Curating Collections.

Isolating Backdrops
We initialize BackTrace’s iterative discovery process by fo-
cusing attention on the backdrop region within the image.

Describing Backdrops: The user begins the process by
first assigning descriptive tags for the photo’s backdrop,
serving as search keywords (e.g., tents, flags, cannons,
etc.) in subsequent stages. Given the absence of a well-
established taxonomy for backdrops, the user is provided
with a free-form text input field, enabling them to input di-
verse and potentially unique descriptions.

Masking and Extracting Features: After the user tags
the photo, BackTrace uses PixelLib (Olafenwa 2021), an im-
age segmentation library, to segment the individuals present
in the image. The portion of the image that remains, en-
compassing the backdrop and any remaining foreground el-
ements (i.e., floor, props, etc.), is then used for generating
image embeddings (Figure 2B).

BackTrace uses MAE (Masked Autoencoder) (He et al.
2021), a transformer model based on Vision Transformers
(ViT) (Dosovitskiy et al. 2021), for extracting the embed-
dings. MAE’s design is particularly suitable for our purpose
as it allows for the reconstruction of missing pixels using
only a quarter of the original image in the form of random

patches. The assumption is that the encoder-derived embed-
dings carry enough significant information to ideally allow
for a complete reconstruction of the backdrop, even when no
individuals are present in the image.

We modified the MAE architecture to accept our seg-
mented backdrop mask in place of the default random mask
it usually employs. In its original form, MAE constructs an
N (fixed number of patches from the unmasked region) ×
1024-dimensional vector. Given that we are segmenting the
person out of the image, the number of unmasked patches
(N) can vary from image to image. To maintain the consis-
tency of each vector, we compute the mean of all unmasked
patches and generate a 1 × 1024-dimensional vector to rep-
resent the backdrop of a given image (Figure 2B), which will
be used for comparing against the backdrops of other images
in the search pool (Figure 2C).

Preparing the Search Pool: In order to ensure that Back-
Trace retrieves relevant images that contain painted back-
drops, we trained a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classi-
fier in an offline pre-processing step for filtering out images
in the search pool which did not have any backdrops, such
as images with portrait busts or plain white backgrounds
(details about the training process in Appendix). We used
the database provided by CWPS to extract the image em-
beddings (using the process described above) and set up the
search pool for BackTrace.

Exploring Matches
Once the image embeddings and the search pool have been
initialized, BackTrace retrieves similar-looking backdrops
for the user to discover potential matches by iteratively re-
fining the results.

Finding Similar Backdrops: BackTrace employs a K-
Nearest Neighbors (KNN) algorithm to retrieve images from
the search pool that resemble the backdrop of the user’s
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query photo. The KNN algorithm compares the cosine simi-
larity between the embeddings of the query image and those
in the search pool to find the top-1000 closest matches (Fig-
ure 2D). These results, sorted according to the cosine simi-
larity scores, are then presented to the user in a grid format
on an ”overview” page, displaying each image in its entirety,
allowing the user to make quick comparisons with the query
image (Figure 3a).

Refining the Search Results: While the KNN algorithm
is effective at retrieving similar matches based on image em-
beddings, the results may not always align with human per-
ceptions of similarity. This is due to the fact that the algo-
rithm takes into account the overall structure and features of
the image, whereas a human observer might focus on spe-
cific key features such as flags, tents, or particular patterns.
To bridge this gap, BackTrace draws from prior work on rel-
evance feedback (Fogarty et al. 2008; Cai et al. 2019; Rui
et al. 1998; Lee and Weld 2020) and allows users to itera-
tively refine the search results according to their needs.

For example, a user might find that the initial search re-
sults do not encompass certain key features present in the
query photo. This could occur if the backdrop in the query
photo contains a distinctive element, like a flag, absent in
some of the retrieved images. Similarly, the KNN algorithm
might rank images with identical backdrops differently due
to variations in factors such as viewpoint, lighting, or other
image characteristics. This could result in some images,
which are relevant to the user’s query, appearing lower in the
search results, despite having the same backdrop. In these
situations, BackTrace provides the user with the option to
refine the search results such that the most relevant images
appear higher.

To support this, BackTrace provides users with a “see
more like this” button below each search result. The user can
select images they deem relevant, prompting the system to
refine the search results. This initiates an on-the-fly training
of a logistic regression classifier, which uses the embeddings
of the selected images and the query image as positive exam-
ples, while treating the embeddings of the remaining search
results as negative examples. To emphasize the importance
of the positive examples as well as address the imbalanced
nature of the training data, the classifier assigns a weight
that is ten times greater for the positive examples than the
negative ones. This number was decided via trial and error.

The classifier calculates predicted probability scores,
which estimates the likelihood that each image in the KNN’s
top-1000 potential matches belongs to the same class as the
user’s selected relevant images (i.e., the positive training ex-
amples) (Figure 2E). BackTrace then presents the user with
a refreshed list of search results, re-ranked based on these
probability scores (Figure 3b). The user also has the flexi-
bility to update their selection of relevant images iteratively,
allowing for continued refinement of the search results by
re-training the classifier with each pass.

In addition to visual refinement, BackTrace offers the
user an additional tool for refining results — a text box for
keyword-based filtering. Here, the user can enter backdrop
descriptions. The system then adjusts the results to prioritize

images that match these keyword filters, pulling them to the
top of the results list.

Curating Collections
Once the user is satisfied with the search results, they can
start to closely examine the images for similar backdrops
and organize them into a collection. Collections on Back-
Trace are groups of photographs that users curate based on
their perception of backdrop similarity (Figure 2F).

Comparing Backdrops and Collections: BackTrace’s
comparison interface allows users to compare a target search
result and the query image side-by-side for detailed inspec-
tion. This interface supports a two-step decision-making
process. First, the user determines whether the two photos
show the same backdrop by selecting one of three options
(Same backdrop, Not sure, or Different backdrop) (Figure 4).
Second, if the target backdrop is part of an existing collec-
tion, the user rates their confidence (on a five-point Likert
scale, ranging from Definitely No to Definitely Yes) regard-
ing the membership of the query photo in that collection. If
the user expresses positive confidence, the query photo gets
added to the target collection. The second step will be re-
peated if the target photo is part of multiple collections.

Building Collections: In case of comparisons where there
is no target collection, BackTrace allows users to create a
new collection with two or more photos that share the same
backdrop. If the user votes on a target photo as having the
same backdrop as the query photo, BackTrace automatically
creates a “Work-in-Progress” collection, and queues up all
target photos deemed by the user to have the same backdrop
as the query photo.

This new “Work-in-Progress” collection, along with the
other target collections that were updated with the query
photo, are displayed on a sidebar. The user can then final-
ize the new collection by clicking the “Create Collection”
button. BackTrace will then ask the user to provide some
metadata for the collection, which includes a nickname and
description (pre-populated from the original backdrop de-
scription tags). Once the user creates the collection, a dedi-
cated page is created for the collection that shows all of its
member photos and backdrop-related metadata. A separate
gallery page lists all the user-curated collections.

Linking Collections: BackTrace restricts users from di-
rectly adding new images to existing collections, even if the
user is confident about their membership or has discovered
the images from the same grouping elsewhere. This is to en-
sure that every collection is created and updated through this
iterative exploratory workflow using its two-step compari-
son interface, thus minimizing the potential for confirmation
bias. All potential additions to a collection must go through
the process of comparison and confidence rating to maintain
the integrity and consistency of the collections.

This policy, however, can result in the creation of mul-
tiple collections associated with the same backdrop, stem-
ming from different query images. As a result, there may
be overlapping collections where some are supersets or sub-
sets of others, or are interconnected through one or more
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Figure 4: BackTrace’s comparison interface showing two photos being compared.

shared images. To address the issue of fragmented collec-
tions, BackTrace, on the “Collection” page, also displays
photos from other collections that have a shared membership
under a “Related Photos” section. These links helps provide
a comprehensive picture of all the photos associated with the
same backdrop.

Evaluation
We conducted an exploratory, mixed-methods evaluation
study of BackTrace to understand how well our system helps
users 1) discover historical photos with matching painted
backdrops and 2) organize them into meaningful collections.
We also sought to understand how these outcomes can sup-
port the downstream task of historical photo identification.

Dataset
We manually curated a dataset of 153 photos that spanned 43
unique backdrops from multiple sources including scholarly
articles, Pinterest, and inductive exploration of photos from
CWPS using BackTrace. For our lab study, we randomly se-
lected six photos from the dataset and three collections with
unique backdrops. The number of matches for each photo
ranged between one and seven; this variation is due to the
random selection of test cases.

Based on the first match’s rank in the search results (with-
out any refinement), we divided these six photos into two
broad categories: a) Instant Matches and b) Challenging
Matches. Instant Matches, requiring minimal to no scrolling
on the search results page to find the first match, had first
match rankings of 1, 1, and 11. Conversely, Challenging
Matches, requiring extensive scrolling, had first match rank-
ings of 147, 224, and 293.

The collections selected each had a minimum of four pho-
tos sharing the same backdrop. We seeded each collection in
BackTrace with just two photos, with the goal that partici-
pants would find and add the remaining two or more photos

themselves.

Participants
We recruited nine participants from different Civil War
and 19th-century photography Facebook groups and di-
rect engagement with known Civil War photography ex-
perts. These participants had a diverse range of exposure to
Civil War photography research (mean=20.9 years, min=4
years, max=40 years) and conducted backdrop research
with a wide range of frequencies (mode=Daily, max=Daily,
min=Never). Participants consisted of five men and four
women, with an average age range of 44 to 53 years (min=18
to 30 years, max=61 to 70 years).

Procedure
The study was conducted virtually, with each participant
joining a recorded Zoom session that lasted between 45
minutes and an hour, and was attended by at least one re-
searcher. Participants started by filling out a consent form
and a pre-survey detailing their demographics and experi-
ence with Civil War photography. The study was approved
by the university’s IRB protocol. Participants were compen-
sated $20 for completing the study.

After watching an instructional video of how BackTrace
works, each participant was asked to complete the following
three tasks, using a think-aloud protocol:

Single Photo Matching Participants were asked to search
matches for a given query photo without any particular ob-
jective.

Collection Enhancement Participants were asked to start
a search from a given “Collection” page. They could select
any photo, or photos, present in the collection and find other
photos that are likely to belong (or be linked) to the collec-
tion.
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Single
Match

Photo
Difficulty

Timed
Match

Photo
Difficulty

P1 3 (7) Instant 0 (6) Challenging
P2 1 (6) Challenging 3 (7) Instant
P3 2 (7) Instant 0 (6) Challenging
P4 0 (1) Challenging 6 (6) Instant
P5 5 (6) Instant 0 (1) Challenging
P6 0 (1) Challenging 4 (6) Instant
P7 3 (4) Instant 1 (3) Challenging
P8 1 (3) Challenging 4 (4) Instant
P9 3 (4) Instant 0 (3) Challenging

Table 1: Number of identical backdrop matches identified by
each participant for the single match and timed search tasks.
The numbers in parentheses represent how many matching
photos were present in the search results. Instant difficulty
photos have their first match appear prior to 100 images
while challenging difficulty photos have their first match ap-
pear after 100 images.

Timed Photo Matching Similar to single photo match-
ing, participants were asked to find as many potential
matches as possible for a specific query photo, adding
these to a “Work-in-Progress” collection. However, this
task was time-limited to three minutes. The three-minute
time limit was included to create urgency and test the speed
at which users can find matches in the system. Once the
time limit was reached, they were asked to finalize their
“Work-in-Progress” into a completed new collection.

For single and timed photo matching, participants were
randomly assigned different photos from the pool of six pho-
tos in the test dataset. Similarly, for collection enhancement,
they were randomly assigned to one of the three collections
present in the dataset. We also ensured that each photo and
collection was tested by at least three different participants.
These tasks were carried out in the same sequence for all
participants.

Upon completing these tasks, participants filled out a
standard usability survey and answered a series of semi-
structured questions about their experience using Back-
Trace.

Data Analysis
We carried out inductive thematic analysis on the qualitative
data (interview transcripts, open-ended survey responses,
observation notes) to uncover any common themes or be-
haviors between sessions with respect to the guiding themes
in our research questions. In addition, we also analyzed the
Likert-scale survey responses and system logs related to fea-
ture engagement, scroll amount in the search page, compar-
ison votes and user confidences, interaction with the refine-
ment feature, and collection creation.

Findings
Discovering Photos with Similar Backdrops
Participants successfully discovered new photos with
similar backdrops using BackTrace’s search workflow.

A majority of participants (14 out of 19 search sessions) suc-
cessfully identified at least one photo with a matching back-
drop across both discovery tasks: single photo match and
timed photo match (see Table 1). However, in the scenarios
we categorized as “challenging” — where the first (ground
truth) match was present beyond the initial 100 search re-
sults, and thus, required extensive scrolling — some par-
ticipants faced difficulties. Excluding three specific cases,
participants typically found multiple matching photos within
the search results.

P3 highlighted the system’s ability to discern not just
direct matches but also contextual similarities, stating that
“. . . seeing not only all those obvious hits, but seeing similar-
ities between the images, too, like that suggested that maybe
they’re all taken around the same time period, or were mem-
bers from the same unit.” This sentiment was echoed by
P7, who found the experience enlightening: “It was actu-
ally very freeing to realize that there are other examples out
there with the same backdrop, similar backdrops, and that,
you know, it can actually lead you to an answer.” P9 un-
derscored the tool’s capability to enhance their search, par-
ticularly in situations where manual identification would be
challenging: “There’s going to be times where the photo-
graph just has a tiny fragment of the backdrop visible and
your software is going to be able to perfectly match it to an
example that you have, and it’s gonna be one of those where
I mean, if I were to look at, I would have never drawn that
conclusion by myself.”

Participants iteratively refined the search results for sur-
facing backdrop matches. Across all the search sessions,
we recorded a total of 49 refinement instances (40 visual
and nine text-based), which helped surface 39 matches for
the participants. Twenty-one of these matches were a result
of visual refinements (for nine distinct query photos), while
the remaining were found with text refinement.

Participants found visual refinement feature helpful
(mean = 4.11/5), with P8 stating, “I think the the visual re-
fining feature was probably the most memorable [feature],
because [. . . ] the ones [backdrops] that were similar to the
Van Stavorens weren’t even within the first 20 photos. And
I finally found one down at the bottom. But when I clicked
on the only other photo I saw with a balustrade, it brought
me up photos with balustrades, and then within those there I
found another Van Stavorens.” P6 echoed this sentiment, ex-
pressing a clear preference for visual refinement: ”I was see-
ing the matches visually, and it seemed better to match the
visual images and search on those visual images as opposed
to refining with the keyword, because I had them in front of
me.” Of the 62 photos added for refinement, only 13 had dif-
ferent backdrops from that of the query photo. P8 stated that
he only used non-identical backdrops for refinement because
he ”didn’t have an alternative.” Yet, this strategy proved ef-
fective, as two out of three successes in the “challenging”
scenarios (P2, P8) resulted from refining with non-identical
backdrops.

Conversely, text refinements had a narrower scope of suc-
cess. All matches from text refinement were associated with
one query photo and text query: the aforementioned “Benton
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Barracks” backdrop well known in the Civil War photogra-
phy community. Nonetheless, participants still found some
value in this feature, giving it an average rating of 3.65 out
of 5. P5 shed light on their typical research process and the
advantages of combining both visual and text refinements:
“I usually look for photographer, and then I look for flag or
backdrop, or whatever. And this [BackTrace], you know, just
with the visual search, is so much faster.”

Participants valued the role of AI despite having mixed
feelings about its performance. Participants appreciated
the AI’s capability to identify potential matches, with some
favorably comparing it to existing image search engines
(P3) and archival databases (P6), and others noting that it
met or exceeded their expectations (P9). P4 highlighted its
effectiveness, stating, “The AI that’s comparing the back-
grounds. . . I think it’s effective, because you’re able to find
some examples.” P3 further commended the system’s atten-
tion to detail: “What’s cool is that it does search the reverse
images. So, like the CDV is printed, showing you what it
looks like straight on, but an ambrotype or a tintype would
be reversed.”

However, while participants acknowledged the AI’s
strengths, they also encountered moments of confusion with
some search results. This mixed experience was evident in
the survey response to the statement, “I was confused by the
search results” (mean = 2.5/5). P6’s comment encapsulated
this confusion: ”Interesting that these fellows here don’t re-
ally have any of the similarities other than their standing. So
I’m wondering why they’ve made the cut.”

Despite these challenges, participants emphasized the col-
laborative nature of the tool, suggesting that the AI’s role
is to assist, not replace, human judgment. P3 eloquently
summarized this perspective, stating, ”If you get like three
good hits and like 30 that don’t match, I wouldn’t say it’s a
three out of 30 accuracy, because you can visually still look
through it. I’d rather have more misses than potentially miss
something where the backdrop is cut off.”

Participants focused on a wide-range of visual cues be-
yond the overall backdrop while analyzing search re-
sults. Participants typically focus only on matching indi-
vidual features in the backdrop instead of comparing them
as a whole. For instance, P1 stated she was “trying to deci-
pher which trees have the right foliage in the right place to
be part of this background”. P6 even suggested looking for
signs of damage on the backdrop as a means of identifica-
tion.

This focus is not just limited to backdrop features how-
ever, as seven of our nine participants focused on features
outside the backdrop in their search. Common examples in-
clude props (P1, P2, P5, P6, P7), furniture (P4, P5, P6), and
flooring (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6). P5 even considered some
of these features more important than the backdrop, saying,
“It’s usually the chair that I find, and not the backdrop that I
find.”. P7 made a “same backdrop” comparison on two pho-
tos even though one did not show a backdrop at all, stating,
“I’m just gonna put same, because it’s the same exact prop
just doesn’t have the painted backdrop on the back.”

Participants preferred BackTrace over traditional back-
drop research methods. Participants overwhelmingly ex-
pressed optimism about BackTrace’s potential to streamline
their research process. They emphasized significant time and
effort savings compared to traditional methods. P3 high-
lighted the system’s efficiency in reducing the monotony
of manual image comparison, remarking, “It takes a lot of
mind-numbing, flipping through images, staring at things
until you get a headache. It takes a lot of that out of it.”
P8 echoed this sentiment, predicting, “Once it’s developed
out, I think it’s gonna be an amazing time-saver for me.”

Survey results further underscored this enthusiasm. Par-
ticipants not only enjoyed using BackTrace (mean = 4.89/5)
but also rated it favorably over their existing backdrop re-
search methods (mean = 4.45/5). P2 emphasized the unique-
ness of the tool: “I really don’t know of any other way
to have access to other photos that can do that type of
thing.” P7 lauded its search capabilities: “It was totally
amazing. That’s something you cannot Google. You cannot
Google ‘backdrop with column and wrought-iron railing’;
that wouldn’t even come up with anything.”

Organizing Photos with Matching Backdrops
Participants curated different photo collections with
shared backdrops, foreseeing a range of downstream
benefits. All participant successfully completed the “col-
lection enhancement” task by linking a photo with a match-
ing backdrop to their assigned collection, finding on average
75% of known matches by using existing collection mem-
bers as query photos. Across all tasks, participants created a
total of 19 collections, each averaging four images in size.
Participants also added 15 photos to 10 existing collections.
Participants appreciated the system’s capability to store and
display backdrop collections (mean = 4.22/5). P1 envisioned
using the system as a repository to cross-reference new pho-
tos in the future. P3 highlighted the potential collaborative
benefits of these collections: “And so maybe with my col-
lection, I found that reverse one. It might help somebody
else. They might have a what they think is a positive im-
age, and it’s the one that was reversed and colorized right?
or Tinted. Maybe that will spur something in their mind.”
P2 liked that collections in tandem with related photos were
able to give him a quick overview of a backdrop and empha-
sized the value of collections in drawing inferences: ”I like
seeing the building of the collection, and then you can just
see them all splayed out. Observing them collectively gives a
sense of confidence, allowing one to infer, for instance, that
these photos likely originated from the same studio.”

Participants selectively used the comparison interface
for analyzing potential matches, while achieving high
accuracy in their comparisons. Out of the 66 photo-to-
photo comparisons made using the comparison interface,
only five were inaccurate (Precision = 0.98, Recall = 0.92).
In addition, 15 photo-to-collection comparisons were made
with no mistakes. Participants found the comparison inter-
face to be highly useful (mean = 4.77/5), with P9 comment-
ing, “If I only have a tiny portion of one backdrop visible
on an image, and I’m comparing it to one where it’s just not
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immediate clear that they match, I would have to compare
it, and blow them up and sort of look at it”.

Almost no negative comparisons were made during the
evaluation sessions. Of the 66 votes cast for photo-to-photo
comparisons, only 5 were negative (Different Backdrop),
while 4 votes were unsure. No negative comparisons were
made for photo-to-collection comparisons. This suggests
that participants saw limited value in making negative com-
parisons. As P5 stated, “Unless I was told that voting no
was helpful in the training of it, I don’t think I would seek
out different images to vote no on. I mean, if they were close,
but no dice, I think I’d be more likely to vote no, but if it’s
a totally different backdrop, then I just don’t wanna waste
my time on it.” Additionally, participants only reserved the
comparison interface for more complex comparisons, and
were comfortable making most of their comparisons in the
overview. On average, participants only compared 10 of the
186 photos that they viewed over each session. In the words
of P9, “I don’t need to compare it because I am certain it’s
the same”.

Participants employed diverse descriptions for collec-
tions, showing no unified taxonomy or nomenclature.
Participants mainly used two different methods in naming
their collections. Some participants assigned location-based
nicknames such as “York PA” (P8), while others used object-
based nicknames like “The Cliff and Tree Backdrop” (P9)
for the same backdrop. Of the 19 created collections, nine
adopted the latter method of naming based on backdrop con-
tents, while four were named after the location where the
photo was taken. Six collections were unnamed. This nam-
ing approach mirrored their choices in text-based refinement
keywords. As P6 observed, “The keywords performed better
than anticipated. I was hoping to use terms like ‘tree’, ‘lake’,
or ‘flagpole’ to refine the search more effectively.”

Broadly, participants provided descriptions that consis-
tently describe the contents of the backdrop, with 6 (of 19)
also containing references to props. However, the variation
in terminology and taxonomy used by participants in de-
scriptions was quite high, with several terms frequently be-
ing used to describe the same object. “Balustrade” was de-
scribed using other words like “spindle” (P2) and “bannis-
ter” (P9). Some participants added more specific descriptors
to the base word, such as “Sibley tent” (P3) instead of “tent”
or “map of Missouri” (P9) instead of ”map”.

Participants expressed a need for enhanced flexibility
and features in the collections feature. While partici-
pants were successful in creating different collections, we
observed some users struggling with the collections feature.
P1 expected a bulk-add feature and was slightly confused by
repeating the sequence of first making comparisons followed
by adding photos to collections. This sentiment was echoed
by P8, who highlighted the potential need to incorporate 10+
images into a collection simultaneously. Another point of
confusion were the restrictions placed on adding new images
to existing collections. Additionally, several participants ex-
pressed disappointment at the lack of the ability to merge
existing collections (P2, P3, P7).

Participants also showed confusion when asked to create

duplicate or fragmented collections (P2, P3, P5, P9), pre-
ferring instead to add directly to a shared, singular collec-
tion. Knowledge that a photo is already in a collection also
seemed to dampen motivation to compare a photo, with P4
stating, “Let’s see. . . he’s already in that collection. So I feel
like I’m not adding anything.”

Discussion
Enabling Backdrop Research at Scale
Participants valued BackTrace’s potential to speed up the re-
search process significantly. Much of this value is attributed
to the layout of the search results, which allowed participants
to choose a single salient background feature such as a tent,
and use that as a point of comparison to rapidly compare the
results while retaining the option of closer inspection where
necessary, a kind of overview plus detail interface (Shnei-
derman 1996). However, this method of comparison could
cause some matches to be overlooked, due to the variety of
compositions and techniques employed by photographers in
the period (Keller 2021).

At times, the chosen background feature may not be di-
rectly related to the backdrop. Certain props and studio fea-
tures, such as distinctive floor tiles, are considered equally
valuable as a means of photographer identification.

Our current organizational structure of one collection per
search was found to be confusing to users, who generally
prefer to have unified photo collections that contain all pho-
tos sharing the same backdrop. However, a new concern
emerged: some users are hesitant to share the results of their
research or photos for fear of having their research or pho-
tos appropriated without permission (Luther 2021). Even
though Civil War-era portraits fall under public domain,
community norms typically defer to the photo’s current
owner regarding permission to reproduce the image. There-
fore, steps should be taken to ensure users are comfortable
with uploading images to the platform. Technical restric-
tions or social guidelines around downloading content could
be enacted to prevent violating community norms (Fiesler
and Bruckman 2019).

We also note a varied taxonomy in participants’ textual
metadata, such as backdrop names and descriptions. These
metadata adequately described the contents of the backdrops
despite their unstructured nature (Kittur et al. 2014). Moving
forward, these descriptions can be processed and converted
into more uniform annotations to improve text search func-
tionalities. While the vast majority of participants did pro-
vide photo descriptions during their sessions, our choice of
making photo descriptions optional could reduce the amount
of metadata generated in the wild, limiting their use for
searching and informing future users.

Crowd-AI Collaboration
Textual search has long been considered the default when
querying large datasets. However, in cases where text an-
notations are scarce, or if the user lacks domain knowledge
required to form effective search terms, textual search be-
comes less effective. While approaches such as text-based
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generous interfaces (Whitelaw et al. 2015) and social auto-
complete (Kittur et al. 2014) can help address this issue, they
require either extensive manual annotation or an active user
base, diminishing their utility in a cold start scenario.

To address the cold start problem, we use automatically
generated image embeddings as the base of our system. This
approach also allowed for extensive pre-processing of the
data (Arnold and Tilton 2019), significantly reducing the
users’ workload of sorting through images without back-
drops. However, this does not guarantee a match when a user
initiates a search, or that matches will appear on top of the
search results. As such, it is important to afford users control
in these situations.

Our solution is to introduce relevance feedback (Rui et al.
1998), inspired by prior works that allow for iterative im-
provement to AI performance via the selection of examples
matching a user’s query (Cai et al. 2019; Fogarty et al. 2008;
Lee and Weld 2020). Our combination of visual search and
relevance feedback in the form of the visual refinement sys-
tem proved effective in assisting backdrop research and was
well received by users. Given the visual nature of the task,
this comes as no surprise, as users are able to directly ap-
ply their learnings from visual inspection to improve search
results, bypassing the step of describing a photo for textual
search and removing the dependence on complete tagging or
a unified taxonomy.

Despite experiencing inconsistent AI performance, partic-
ipants remained satisfied with the system as a whole. This
observation is consistent with Heer (2019), who posits that
users who are allowed to maintain autonomy are more re-
ceptive to AI outputs, even if said outputs are unrelated to
the users’ input. However, improvements to AI performance
improvements should still be made, as a faulty AI can mis-
lead users, even experts, into making erroneous decisions
(Tschandl et al. 2020).

Generalizing beyond Backdrops
The clearest extension to this work can seen in other cultural
heritage collections. Due to the widespread use of painted
backdrops in the 19th century and beyond (Keller 2021;
Zeitlyn 2010), BackTrace can be adapted to other collec-
tions of portrait photography with minimal modifications re-
quired. Such an example can be seen in Zeitlyn, Coto, and
Zisserman (2021)’s work, where backdrops were used ex-
tensively to catalog a collection of photos.

We propose that the BackTrace workflow can be ex-
panded to other investigative tasks. For example, many cit-
izen science tasks parallel that of painted backdrop iden-
tification, where users compare (Gould, Clulow, and Clu-
low 2021) and label (Saha et al. 2019; Wieck 2018; Simp-
son, Page, and De Roure 2014; Nugent 2018) images before
sharing their findings with other users (Simpson, Page, and
De Roure 2014; Nugent 2018). A workflow that helps users
focus on only the most relevant images in a database, while
providing advanced search tools has the potential to improve
the outcomes and efficiency of these investigations.

Additionally, the BackTrace workflow could be adapted
to modern photographs to assist journalists, law enforce-
ment officials, and human rights investigators. Stylianou

et al. (2017)’s work combating human trafficking specif-
ically calls for the manual removal of the subject from
the query photo when initiating a search. Another poten-
tial adaptation of our workflow is for geolocating modern-
day photos and videos, where the subject of a photo is com-
monly considered secondary to the background information
present (Higgins 2014; Venkatagiri et al. 2019).

Limitations and Future Work
While diverse in terms of domain experience, our pool of
participants only numbered nine due to difficulties in the re-
cruitment process. As such, quantitative data from this eval-
uation is limited, and should be considered supplementary
findings to our qualitative analyses.

Furthermore, the test cases, while randomly selected, only
represent a fraction of the overall photo database. Although
we achieved theoretical saturation (Guest, Bunce, and John-
son 2006) over our nine participants, some potential user be-
haviors and findings might have been overlooked due to our
constrained photo and participant pool.

Despite reasonable performance, we did not fine-tune our
embedding extraction model for the purpose of this appli-
cation. Additional work could also be done to fine-tune the
refinement and backdrop classifiers. For example, negative
user feedback can also be leveraged to either train the re-
finement classifier or exclude images from search results.

Conclusion
The study of 19th-century painted backdrops can yield use-
ful clues in supporting the identification of persons, events,
and places in the American Civil War. However, technolog-
ical support for this task is lacking, with researchers gen-
erally having to rely on manual methods for their research.
We present a three-step workflow that combines novel com-
puter vision techniques and relevance feedback (RF) into
a Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) system for iden-
tifying and clustering historical backdrops. We developed
a web-based software tool called BackTrace and showed
that this workflow effectively supported users in discover-
ing and organizing backdrops in a large, sparsely tagged
photo dataset. Our work can guide the future design of
human-AI collaboration systems for exploring large photo
archives, providing interaction requirements and empirically
validated workflows to enable effective discovery and orga-
nization of photos across the ages.
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